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The cookie is set by Facebook to show
relevant advertisements to the users and
measure and improve the advertisements.
The cookie also tracks the behavior of the
user across the web on sites that have
Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
This cookies is installed by Google Universal
Analytics to throttle the request rate to limit
the collection of data on high traffic sites.
This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
The cookie is used to store information of
how visitors use a website and helps in
creating an analytics report of how the
website is doing. The data collected
including the number visitors, the source
where they have come from, and the pages
visited in an anonymous form.
The cookie is set by CloudFlare. The cookie
is used to identify individual clients behind a
shared IP address d apply security settings
on a per client basis. It does not correspond
to any user ID in the web application and
does not store any personally identifiable
information.
The cookie is set by ShareThis. The cookie is
used for site analytics to determine the
pages visited, the amount of time spent,
etc.
hotjar tracking id
When the Hotjar script executes we try to
determine the most generic cookie path we
should use, instead of the page hostname.
This is done so that cookies can be shared
across subdomains (where applicable). To
determine this, we try to store
the _hjTLDTest cookie for different URL
substring alternatives until it fails. After this
check, the cookie is removed.
This cookie stores User Attributes which are
sent through the Hotjar Identify API,
whenever the user is not in the sample.
These attributes will only be saved if the
user interacts with a Hotjar Feedback tool.
Google sign in cookie used by webflow
This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
The cookie is used to calculate visitor,
session, campaign data and keep track of
site usage for the site's analytics report. The
cookies store information anonymously and
assigns a randomly generated number to
identify unique visitors.
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